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The Internet is an expansive universe made up of more than 60
trillion web pages.1 This number grows every second, of every
minute, of every day, and it’s what makes SEO such a crucial
part of a company’s content marketing strategy. In the universe
of the Internet, content doesn’t exist if it can’t be found.

WHAT IS ADVANCED
CONTENT OPTIMIZATION?

Enterprise-level organizations seeking to reach a global
audience must manage thousands or even millions of websites,
webpages, and keywords. Outdated SEO strategies that rely
on keyword-dependent strategies, link-building, and playing
catch-up with Google’s frequent algorithm changes can’t
produce competitive organic search results.

Content marketing is about driving a desired action by
delivering the right content, to the right audience, at the
right time. Content optimization is a part of an enterprise’s
content marketing plan, which also includes content
development and distribution.
Advanced content optimization employs sophisticated
technology to analyze large amounts of SEO data faster than
humanly possible, while producing reports that empower
strategic decision-making. The following trends make it critical:
• The increasing volume and types of content that
organizations produce
• The competitive landscape of the Internet
• The constant evolution of search engine algorithms
• The sheer volume of SEO data to be collected
and analyzed

CONTENT MEANS MUCH
MORE THAN WORDS
In this new era of smart search engines, enterprise SEO
professionals must re-examine their content platform, fix what
no longer works, study what their competition is doing, and
identify opportunities for improvement. Because of the
enormous amount of data that must be analyzed every day,
they need advanced content optimization technology to help
them evolve their content marketing strategy.
This white paper defines what advanced content optimization
means in the era of smart search engines and identifies what
features SEO professionals must look for when choosing the
best SEO platform.

Content is more than the words on the page. Content
encompasses all of the enterprise’s digital assets, including
video, images, infographics, and documents like white papers
and case studies distributed in PDF format. Each type of
content plays a role in a successful advanced content
optimization strategy.
Ideally, every piece of an enterprise’s content should rank high
in search engine results. Unfortunately, this type of digital asset
optimization is often overlooked by the analytical software
most SEO professionals use to measure and report their SEO
results. They need more powerful technology that will show
them not just where a page ranks, but also where a video,
image, or document ranks in an organic search.

1 Google.com, 2014. How Search Works: From Algorithms to Answers.
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THE EVOLUTION OF
SEMANTIC SEARCH
The SEO landscape is in a state of constant evolution.
Astonishingly, Google changes its search algorithm as many as
600 times each year.2 Only the occasional major changes get
delightful names like Panda, Hummingbird, and Penguin. Bing
and Yahoo! are much less public with their algorithm changes,
but they make them routinely, too.
Nearly every change in the algorithms of the search engines is
designed to deliver the best quality content in the search results.
The latest changes represent an evolutionary shift in the
definition of “quality content.” Until recently, search engines
evaluated the quality of content by factors such as whether the
content reflected the keywords that were being searched for, the
number of links pointing to the content, the number of words on
the page, and the size of the website.
Today, we are witnessing the birth of the semantic search.
Search engines are beginning to judge the quality of content by
how well it relates to what end-users mean by the collection of
words they use in their searches. Google is now using more
than 200 factors to analyze and return quality content for the
more than 100 billion searches it processes each month.3
For instance, entering a search phrase into Google that contains
the keyword “blue” will yield different results if the phrase also
includes words that suggest the end user is referring to a color,
an emotion, a place, or a product. That’s because the algorithms
are no longer simply choosing content that contain the keyword
“blue.” They are examining the underlying meaning of the
indexed content in an effort to return more meaningful results.
As semantic search becomes more universal, content marketing
will become more complex and personalized. SEO professionals
can’t efficiently evaluate their content under these new
standards and optimize it with yesterday’s tools.

YOUR CONTENT MAY BE
OPTIMIZED, BUT IS IT GOOD?

Content isn’t meant for search engines. It’s meant for a targeted
human audience—but it must be precisely optimized for search
engines. To improve the quality of content so that it can be
found, enterprises must understand the buying patterns of their
target audience and create content that answers their questions
based on where they are in the purchasing life-cycle. Armed
with this knowledge, enterprises will produce content that is
significantly different—and of better quality—than if they were
focusing on gaming the search engines.

Beware of Industry
“Best PracticeS”
Far too many well-intentioned SEO professionals fall into the
“best practices” trap. They replicate what a competitor is doing
and end up with disappointing results. Just because a technique
works well for one company doesn’t automatically mean it will
work well for another.
The true best practice is for SEO professionals to understand
their organization’s product or service, identify their
organization’s selling strengths, and then leverage those
strengths through SEO optimization. Every company’s culture
and position in their marketplace is unique. They each deserve
an advanced content optimization strategy that fits what they do
best and can be customized and scaled as needed.

Evolving to Meet
the SEO ChallenGE
The way enterprises approach advanced content optimization
needs to evolve. To be able to meet current and future SEO
challenges, enterprises need the right tools. Google Analytics,
Google Webmaster Tools, and similar free and paid platforms
aren’t powerful enough for the task at hand. They don’t collect,
analyze, and report data in a way that empowers the types of
decision-making that helps keep content high in search
engine rankings.

Now that search engines are advancing to understand the intent
of a query and provide helpful results, SEO professionals must
re-examine the quality of their organization’s content and its
current level of optimization.

2 Moz.com, 2014. Google Algorithm Change History.
3 Google.com, 2014. How Search Works: From Algorithms to Answers.
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To get started, SEO professionals must establish a baseline by
understanding where their organization is now, what their
competitors are doing, what their opportunities are, and what
their current SEO platform allows them to do about their
situation. In most organizations, the process of answering these
questions will reveal the need for smarter technology to help
create a roadmap of where to go next.

Data-Driven Actionable Insights
Having access to mountains of SEO data isn’t enough.
Enterprises need an SEO platform that can automatically glean
actionable insights out of big data on a daily basis. This
platform organizes information in a way that separates what’s
important and produces reports that highlight what’s working
and identifies what areas of the SEO strategy need attention.

Getting accurate answers to these questions is difficult without
an advanced content optimization platform. Such a technology
platform has the following capabilities:

Automated Full-Site Audits
It’s essential to be able to conduct efficient, full-site audits that
do not burden staff with manual tasks. This type of automated
audit instantly scans entire sites—page by page—and identifies
duplicate content, troublesome redirects, and site errors
regardless of the complexity of the site’s architecture. It sets a
baseline and helps track progress towards SEO objectives.

Competitor Insights
The enterprise with an understanding of how and why the
content of their competitors is ranking has an extreme
competitive advantage over every company in the same SEO
space. With the ability to track an unlimited number of
competitors with daily reports, their SEO professional has
unparalleled visibility of the landscape.

Evolves Your SEO Strategy
Enterprises seeking to stay ahead of their competition while
maximizing ROI turn to seoClarity. That’s because seoClarity
offers the only global, enterprise-level SEO platform that
empowers them to manage and scale every element of their
advanced content optimization strategy.

Mobile Functionality
Ranking high on a desktop doesn’t always translate into ranking
high on a mobile device. As mobile computing increases in
popularity, websites that aren’t optimized for mobile will
surrender precious SEO territory. The best SEO platform offers
the ability to help identify where opportunities are in the mobile
space. It also seamlessly monitors and tracks desktop and
mobile data across every element of SEO within one interface

By partnering with seoClarity, you have access to data-driven
technology that combines full-site audits, daily analytics, and
actionable insights into an easy-to-use interface that can be
customized to each of your team member’s roles. Optimized for
desktop and mobile, seoClarity helps you discover new
opportunities to get your content to the top of search engine
rankings—and keep it there. organizes information in a way that
separates what’s important and produces reports that highlight
what’s working and identifies what areas of the SEO strategy
need attention.

seoClarity provides an integrated, holistic approach to SEO with visibility and insights for every SEO effort utilizing the best data
and patent pending analyses anywhere on the planet. seoClarity’s cloud-based platform provides limitless scale to tackle your
most complex SEO challenges and scale your efforts - whether you’re looking to track and report on your SEO or a solution for
link building and content generation - seoClarity is the only complete SEO platform.
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